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Abstract: WebbPSF is a point spread function (PSF) simulation package developed for the James 
Webb Space Telescope.  We introduce the WFIRST WFI imaging module and describe the 
implementation of WFIRST functionality within WebbPSF.  We compare the resulting simulated 
PSFs to reference PSFs provided by GSFC as well as WFIRST PSFs simulated using the popular 
astronomy package GalSim.  While all values and comparisons in this report are based on the 
Cycle 5 reference data, the WFIRST module in WebbPSF will be updated as new reference data 
are released. 

 

1 Introduction to POPPY and WebbPSF 

WebbPSF (Perrin 2011, Perrin et al. 2012) is a PSF simulation package for the James Webb Space 
Telescope, developed in the spirit of the TinyTim PSF tool for the Hubble Space Telescope. It 
currently simulates PSFs for the five instruments of JWST using Fraunhofer-domain propagation, 
providing input PSFs to the JWST exposure time calculator (ETC) and a science image / scene 
simulator under development at STScI.  Users can select instrument filters, image and pupil masks, 
and source spectral energy distributions to generate a detector-sampled PSF for the desired 
instrument. 

WebbPSF is built on top of POPPY (Physical Optics Propagation in Python), an open-source 
optical simulation library developed in parallel with WebbPSF. Calculations are all performed in 
the Fraunhofer domain at a user-specified oversampling, and then binned down to detector pixel 
scales. POPPY provides infrastructure for building instrument model classes in an object-oriented 
way, and this functionality powers both the JWST instrument models and the WFIRST wide field 
instrument model we will discuss. 

2 The WFIRST Wide Field Instrument model 

The Wide-Field Instrument model in WebbPSF has been developed based on the information 
provided by the WFIRST project in the form of the Science Definition Team report and the 
public instrument reference information.  The results and comparisons presented here are based on 



the Cycle 5 point design for the WFIRST Observatory1 (Spergel et al. 2015).  Updated reference 
designs will be incorporated as they are released by the WFIRST Project at GSFC.  Our initial 
WFI model in WebbPSF was first made available using the Cycle 5 design in WebbPSF version 
0.4 in November 2015, and was updated to the Cycle 6 design2 in WebbPSF version 0.5 released 
in June 2016. We expect to release an update using the Cycle 7 design around January 2018. The 
comparisons presented in this paper were performed using the Cycle 5 design.  

The Wide-Field Instrument model (webbpsf.wfirst.WFI) provides an interface for PSF 
calculations in the imaging mode of the WFI. It implements the same basic functionality available 
for JWST instruments: selectable pupil masks, sampling, and filters (top-hats, in this case). 
However, while the JWST models include high-spatial-frequency wavefront error terms with OPD 
maps simulated by Ball Aerospace for different realizations of the JWST wavefront error budget, 
similar information is not yet available for WFIRST. Instead, we have upscaled a map of the HST 
primary used in TinyTim with Zernike terms up to Z22 subtracted off. 

The entrance pupil shape is set from the filter (or wavelength range) requested, reflecting the cold 
pupil masks mounted with the H158, F184 and W149 filters. The masked and unmasked pupil 
shapes are derived from the TIFF files made available, with a pixel scale set by assuming the pixel 
diameter of the circle circumscribing the masked pupil corresponds to 2.4 meters at the telescope 
primary. For the unmasked case, we note that no shift in apparent position of the secondary based 
on field position (as one might expect from the geometry of the system) is applied in our model. 

As changes to the PSF across the field of view are of particular interest in wide-field imaging 
modes, we have incorporated a model for field-dependent optical aberrations in the PSF 
calculations based on the calculated Zernike coefficients for aberrations at different field points. 
A user may select any point in the imaging field of view of the WFI and calculate a PSF that 
reflects the optical aberrations as they vary across the field of view and in wavelength space. 

2.1 Sign and orientation conventions for field position 

For clarity and comparison with other models, it is important to establish exactly what we mean 
when discussing positions in the field of view of the WFI. The materials released by GSFC define 
three coordinate systems projected on the sky (Figure 1): 

• Payload FOV — Not used in our model, but +Y points towards the spacecraft sunshade and 
+X points 90 degrees clockwise of +Y 

• Optical FOV — Measured in angular units from the optical axis, +X points at an angle 
rotated 150 degrees clockwise from Payload +X 

• Detector local coordinates — Origin at the center of each detector, +X points exactly 
opposite Optical FOV +X, and +Y likewise points exactly opposite Optical FOV +Y 

The WFI imaging mode will employ eighteen H4RG detectors, each with dimensions of 4096 by 
4096 pixels, each 10 µm square. Of those, a band of 4 pixels along each edge of the detector will 
                                                
1 https://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/Inst_Ref_Info_Cycle5.html 
2 https://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/Inst_Ref_Info_Cycle6.html 



be used as reference pixels, making the range of pixel positions for which PSF calculations make 
sense (4, 4) to (4092, 4092). 

 

Figure 1. Field layout for the WFIRST WFI imaging mode, as projected on the sky, showing the 
relative orientations of the payload and optical FOV orientation conventions for the Cycle 5 design. 

 
 
 



2.2 Field Points 

The Zernike coefficients provided by GSFC (described in the field dependence model section 
below) are computed at five field points on each detector—the four corners and center (Figure 1). 
In our model, we take the bottom left field point (#4) to correspond to detector pixel position (4, 
4). 

 

Figure 2.  Schematic of the location of the 5 field points on each detector for which Zernike 
coefficients are available from GSFC. 

  



Field Point Name in spreadsheet Detector local coordinates (mm) X, Y pixel position 

1 Center 0, 0 2048, 2048 

2 Top right 20.44, 20.44 4092, 4092 

3 Bottom right 20.44, -20.44 4092, 4 

4 Bottom left -20.44, -20.44 4, 4 

5 Top left -20.44, 20.44 4, 4092 

Note: The pixel X index increases along Optical FOV minus X, and the pixel Y index increases 
along Optical FOV minus Y. 

We will refer to positions in the pixel coordinate system parallel to the "Detector local" axes as 
"pixel positions" or "detector positions", noting that they must be associated with a particular SCA 
in order to completely specify a location in the field of view. 

2.3 Pupil orientation 

The pupil files from the GSFC instrument reference information site are delivered as TIFF format 
images, which we have converted into FITS format images. This required flipping the array top-
to-bottom, as the convention in consumer image file formats is to count the top left corner as pixel 
(0, 0) versus astronomical/FITS convention in which (0,0) is the lower left. Based on the "WFI 
Pupils" slides provided, we determined that the masks were oriented such that the Y pixel index 
increased parallel to the detector pixel +Y axis, and the X pixel index paralleled the detector +X 
axis (Figure 3). 

This is fortunate for us, as we do not aim to simulate the parity and orientation changes caused by 
propagating through a full optical system model. As a result, we can use the mask images just as 
provided (with the minor change of the origin convention requiring a flip in Y). 

For short wavelength PSF calculations (filters Z087, Y106, and J129)3, we have the "shortwave" 
pupil from the released instrument reference 
information: AFTA_WFC_C5_Pupil_Shortwave_Norm_2048px.tif. For long wavelength PSF 
calculations (H158, F184, W149, and the GRS grism), we know the "masked" pupil should be 
used: AFTA_WFC_C5_Pupil_Mask_Norm_2048px.tif.  

                                                
3 The recently-added R062 filter will be implemented in the next software release.  
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Figure 3.  Relative orientations of the payload, optical, and detector FOV coordinates for the 
masked and unmasked pupil images. 

 

 

These pupil images have the limitation of not having associated pixel scale information. Knowing 
that WFIRST-AFTA has a 2.4 meter primary mirror, and the pupil must approximately cover 2.4 
meters at the primary, we computed an approximate pixel scale of 1.19x10-3 meters (at the primary) 
per pixel. This was determined by placing a circular aperture at the center of the masked pupil 
image and selecting a pixel radius such that all the pixels with nonzero transmission were included. 
The "masked" pupil FITS image has been added to the WebbPSF data package with this pixel 
scale information. Since the "shortwave" pupil had no circular element corresponding to the extent 
of the primary, a circular aperture of the same radius was computed and combined to create the 
"shortwave" FITS pupil included with WebbPSF-WFIRST. 



2.4 Relative orientation of pupil on which Zernike aberrations were calculated 

As discussed in the next section, field dependent optical aberrations are incorporated as a sum of 
Zernike polynomial terms. Based on the figure in the "Noll Zernike Definitions" sheet of 
the Zernike and Field Data4 spreadsheet, the Zernike pupil's +Y axis is aligned with the Detector 
+Y and +X with Detector +X. 

The Zernike polynomials are defined in terms of polar coordinates r and a: 

• r Î [0.0, 1.0] with 1.0 corresponding to the edge of a circular pupil circumscribing the 
cold pupil mask 

• a Î [0, 2p] where the angle is measured counterclockwise from the Detector +X axis. 

The Zernike polynomials are expressed and indexed in the convention of Noll 1976 in both the 
reference information and POPPY, so no additional transformations are required. 

The Fourier-transform based propagation in POPPY does not simulate the inversion of images 
described by geometric optics. Therefore, the input pupil shape is at the same orientation as it 
"appears" to the final image plane. 

3 WebbPSF-WFIRST optical aberration model 

The available information on optical aberrations in the WFI design consists of Zernike polynomial 
coefficients given in waves from Z1 to Z22. These coefficients are calculated for five field points 
on each of 18 SCAs, each at 16 unique wavelengths providing coverage from 0.76 µm to 2.0 µm 
(that is, the entire wavelength range of the WIM). This allows WebbPSF to model the field-
dependent aberrations as a "black box" by looking up the Zernike coefficients at the sampled field 
points and interpolating them at the desired point on the detector. 

WebbPSF-WFIRST users select a field position by supplying an SCA ID (e.g. 'SCA18') and a 
pixel position in the range of usable pixels on the detector (from (4, 4) to (4092, 4092)). This 
provides a natural interface to generating PSFs for tools where the end result is a simulated image. 
However, users should be cautioned that WebbPSF will accept subpixel coordinates for the 
purposes of field dependent aberrations and still compute pixel- or corner-centered 
PSFs.  Selecting a pixel position will only change the aberrations included, not the centering 
of the resulting PSF array. 

When computing a PSF with the calcPSF() method, the underlying POPPY physical optics 
library assembles an optical system by adding pupil and image planes to an OpticalSystem class. 
Propagation then takes place from the first plane to the last, using Fourier transforms. 

                                                
4https://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/sdt_public/wps/references/instrument/AFTA_C5_WFC_Zer
nike_and_Field_Data_150717.xlsx 
 



The Zernike information is not sufficient to represent high-spatial-frequency effects (e.g. polishing 
errors). Since real mirror maps of WFIRST-AFTA will not be available for some time yet, we 
made creative use of information from another 2.4 meter space telescope: the Hubble Space 
Telescope. The TinyTim PSF simulation software for Hubble uses a 270x270 OPD map for the 
Hubble primary with the Zernikes Z1 to Z22 subtracted off. We upscaled this map to 2048x2048 to 
match the pupil images, converted its dimensions from waves (at 547 nm) to meters of optical path 
difference, and verified that any edge artifacts from the upscaling were covered by the zero-
transmission border of our pupil images. 

For a typical WebbPSF-WFIRST PSF calculation with the WFI, the Optical System might look 
like this: 

• Entrance pupil — composed of the "shortwave" pupil image and the Hubble OPD map 
• Field dependent aberration "virtual optic" 
• WFI detector plane (with set sampling and FOV) 

 

Figure 4. Example calculation of the PSF at 1.57 µm at the entrance pupil, the field dependent 
aberration “optic,” and the WFI detector plane. 

The code for a PSF calculation will choose a number of wavelengths based on the selected filter 
(unless a monochromatic calculation is requested), then compute a series of monochromatic PSFs 
by propagating through the Optical System planes. For the propagation from the entrance pupil to 
the virtual optic representing the field dependent aberrations, no Fourier transform is performed. 
(It simply applies an additional phase to wavefront from the entrance pupil plus the OPD map.) 
The field dependent aberration optic uses the selected pixel position, as well as the wavelength of 
the incoming wavefront, to determine the appropriate Zernike coefficients by interpolating in (x, 
y, l). This allows us to use the five field points and sixteen wavelengths simulated by GSFC to 
cover the full range of pixel positions and wavelengths users may need. 

The final propagation from the virtual optic to the detector plane is carried out with the MFT 
(Matrix Fourier Transform), an implementation of the discrete Fourier transform with arbitrarily-
selectable sampling. The monochromatic PSFs at the detector plane are then collected and 



combined with a weighted sum to obtain a polychromatic PSF for the filter or wavelength range 
selected. The resulting PSF is returned as a FITS HDUList (astropy.fits.HDUList). If the 
requested oversampling is >1, a FITS extension is added with the result binned down to detector 
pixels. High fidelity binned PSFs require higher oversampling factors, as the 1x oversampled MFT 
will only sample the PSF at each pixel and may prove misleading when compared to real pixels 
that have nonzero area! 

4 Checking simulation output against ZeMax 

All image plots in this report use the origin='lower' option in matplotlib imshow to place  
(0, 0) at the lower left corner as is conventional in astronomy, but the convention in computer 
graphics is to refer to the top left pixel as (0, 0). All of the images extracted from the spreadsheets 
were flipped vertically to reflect the astronomy convention before they were saved as FITS files. 

Goddard's WFIRST optics team provided certain reference information for cross-checking our 
implementation of the WIM field dependence model. 
The AFTA_C5_WFC_Zernike_and_Field_Data_150717.xlsx spreadsheet contains both OPD 
maps and PSF realizations as images stored in spreadsheet cells. 

4.1 OPD maps 

The reference data includes an OPD map generated from GSFC’s full optical model for a 
0.76 µm beam sampled at 512 x 512 points across the 2.4-m diameter pupil. This implies a pixel 
scale of 4.69 x 10-3 m / pixel. According to the spreadsheet, the OPD map corresponds to the 
expected aberrations at field point 1 (center) of SCA 8. 

There is also an OPD map generated from GSFC’s Zernike-based model (using the coefficients 
from the spreadsheet mapping field points and wavelengths to Zernikes). Per the reference 
information, this should be in agreement to ~1 nm RMS (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of the OPD maps generated from GSFC’s full optical model and Zernike-
based model.  The two agree at the ~1 nm RMS level. 

4.2 PSFs 



The reference data also includes a PSF image generated from the full optical model for a 
0.76 µm beam at field point 1 (center) of SCA 8. It is sampled at 512 x 512 pixels across a 
528.77 µm square area. Using the pixel scale of the planned detectors (0.11 arcsec/pixel for 10 µm 
pixels), we find a pixel scale of 0.01136 arcsec/pixel in the reference image. 

There is also a PSF image generated from the Zernike-based model, for comparison. Below are 
plots comparing the structure of the two PSFs: they are very close, though the fact that the Zernike-
based model does cut off at Z22 means there will be small differences in structure between the two 
PSFs (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6.  Comparison of the reference PSFs generated from GSFC’s full optical model and 
Zernike-based model.  The small differences in structure are due to the fact that the Zernike-based 
model is truncated at Z22. 

5 Cross-checking OPD map generation 

To ensure we are correctly generating OPD maps from the Zernike coefficients, we regenerated 
an OPD map for the center of SCA 8 sampled at 512x512 pixels and 0.76 µm and compared it to 
the reference OPD map generated by GSFC (Figure 7). 

The first test used the coefficients from the spreadsheet and the poppy.wfe.ZernikeWFE class to 
assemble an OPD map at the correct sampling. 

For the center of SCA 8: 

Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4  Z5 Z6 Z7 Z8 Z9 Z10 Z11 

-0.066631 -0.007795 0.172091 -0.025756 0.007077 -0.050715 0.063705 -0.001792 -0.007728 -0.004768 0.010802 

Z12 Z13 Z14 Z15 Z16 Z17 Z18 Z19 Z20 Z21 Z22 

-0.002174 0.000821 -0.000033 0.000029 0.000521 0.001559 -0.000001 -0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 0.000794 



 

Figure 7. Comparison of the WebbPSF-WFIRST generated OPD map, derived using the Zernike 
coefficients provided by GSFC, and the reference OPD map.  Note that the rightmost plot has a 
different color scale than that used in the comparison of the reference OPD maps in Figure 5. 

For ease of comparison, we pull out the OPD map and convert it to waves at 0.76 µm. The two 
OPD maps are in agreement to  

[𝑂𝑃𝐷%&''()* − 𝑂𝑃𝐷,)*-]/	 ≈ 0.0035	waves	 ≈ 2.68	nm.  

This should be sufficiently accurate for most purposes, though we will note that the agreement 
here is not as close as the agreement between the full optical model and the Zernike-based model 
evaluated by the Goddard optics team. Additionally, the rasterization of the Zernike disk as 
computed by POPPY is slightly oversized (0-1 pixels), likely due to slight differences in the 
definition of the circular aperture array. We will continue to investigate possible precision issues 
that could compound to cause the discrepancy observed. 

As a check of the field dependent aberration machinery—the virtual optical element and detector 
position lookup—we created an instance of the WFI model and configured it to represent pixel 
position (2048.0, 2048.0) on SCA 8. 

We verified that the virtual optical element was using the correct Zernike coefficients for this 
detector and field position at 0.76 um, and that the resulting OPD was identical to the one we 
computed above to within machine precision. 

6 Cross-checking PSF generation 

We wanted to make sure our PSF was in good agreement with the reference data. We modified the 
WebbPSF WFI model to use a circular aperture rather than the WFIRST pupil for direct 
comparison with the GSFC images (which were calculated for an unobscured pupil), and 
performed calculations at the same sampling and wavelength as the reference PSFs. 



 

Figure 9. Comparison of WebbPSF output PSF to GSFC-provided reference PSF. Apart from the 
obvious 180º difference in coordinate systems the two PSFs are visually identical. 

The most obvious difference between our output PSF and the reference PSFs is orientation: the 
POPPY library in WebbPSF does not in this case automatically simulate the orientation flip that 
occurs when a beam passes through a focus. This difference in convention can trivially be 
corrected by inverting the output image, of course. More subtly, the two images are slightly 
differently offset from the (0,0) coordinate point (The WebbPSF-output PSF is almost centered 
with respect to that, while the GSFC reference PSF is offset). This almost certainly reflects 
different conventions for defining the origin relative to the chief ray.  To compare encircled 
energies and radial profiles, however, this is unimportant so long as the measurements are made 
from the image centroid, as shown in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. The same PSF comparison as shown above in Figure 9, but now annotated to show the 
centroid of each PSF marked with blue x’s. By computing the encircled energy and radial profiles 
around these points we compensate for the difference in origin coordinate convention. Flipping 
either image by 180º to match the orientation is not necessary for computing azimuthal means such 
as a radial profile.  



As shown in the Figure 11, WebbPSF reproduces the encircled energy of the reference PSF very 
closely. At large radii from the center of the PSF, there is a small discrepancy in angular scale still 
under investigation. This is almost certainly due to the fact that we had to estimate the pixel scale 
for the pupil images because no pupil scale metadata was provided as part of the GSFC reference 
information. However, the region where the maxima of the PSF rings no longer line up well with 
the GSFC optical model is well beyond the radius where the encircled energy exceeds 99%. 

 

 

Figure 11. Comparison of the radial profiles (left) and encircled energies (right) of the PSFs 
generated by WebbPSF, the full GSFC optical model, and the GSFC Zernike coefficient-based 
model.   



7 Comparing WebbPSF-WFIRST to GalSim's WFIRST models 

GalSim is a modular scene simulation toolkit for weak lensing studies that uses the same GSFC 
instrument reference information to provide its own implementation of a WFIRST wide field 
imager model. While GalSim's goals allow it to make certain approximations that we have not 
used in WebbPSF-WFIRST, it is nevertheless instructive to compare the PSFs produced by the 
two tools. 

7.1 Field-dependent PSF aberrations 

In "GalSim: The modular galaxy image simulation toolkit" by Rowe et al. (2015), section 3.2.2, 
the authors describe an aberration model based on Zernike polynomial coefficients, similar to 
WebbPSF. Their description of the Zernike aberration model indicates that Zernike polynomials 
up to j = 11 (spherical aberration) are supported. (The ordering j and the Zernike polynomials are 
defined following the Noll (1976) convention for both GalSim and WebbPSF-WFIRST.)  
Investigations with GalSim version 1.3 (specifically the implementation 
of galsim.optics.wavefront()) indicate that the limitation to only j=11 or lower is still the case 
in that version of Galsim. In contrast, WebbPSF (POPPY) incorporates the full 22 terms from the 
GSFC data. 

Another difference between the two models is that WebbPSF supports interpolating intra-detector 
variation of the Zernikes, allowing users to evaluate differences in PSF morphology across a single 
detector. GalSim uses a single set of Zernike coefficients for each detector, allowing comparison 
between two detectors, but omitting PSF variation within a single one. 

7.2 Differences in pupil shape 

WebbPSF-WFIRST allows users to supply a customized pupil shape, though the default is to use 
2048x2048 images derived from the .tif files from GSFC (as described above). This ties us to 
the sampling of the WFIRST pupil in those images, which puts an upper bound on the extent of 
the PSF image plane that can be simulated before encountering aliases from the implicit repetition 
of the input in the discrete Fourier transform. By default, GalSim uses the "masked" pupil image 
for all filters. WebbPSF selects a masked or unmasked pupil depending on the filter or wavelength 
requested, though it can be overridden by the user. 

GalSim provides an interface to simulate PSFs at sampling independent of the GSFC pupil images, 
but it is limited to equally-spaced radial struts, which does not precisely model the true WFIRST 
pupil obscuration. This mode is requested with the approximate_struts=True argument 
to galsim.wfirst.getPSF in GalSim. With six equally-spaced radial struts, there are only six 
diffraction spikes apparent in the simulated PSF image. However, WFIRST-AFTA's secondary is 
supported by three pairs of struts, which are not regularly spaced around the secondary. The PSF 
for this configuration should exhibit twelve distinct diffraction spikes, as seen in PSFs simulated 
with the default options for either GalSim or WebbPSF-WFIRST. The approximate_struts 
option in GalSim is not recommended for any work requiring high fidelity.  



To evaluate agreement with GalSim, we simulated a monochromatic PSF at 1.774 µm for the 
center of SCA 8 with 10x oversampling, resulting in a pixel scale of 0.011 arcsec/pixel (Figures 
12 and 13).  We simulated the same field point using both WebbPSF and GalSim (using the default 
pupil, not the approximate one.)  As in the comparison with the GSFC reference PSFs, there is 
good agreement between the two models over the region encompassing the vast majority of the 
encircled energy. 

 

 

Figure 12. Comparison of PSFs at 1.774 µm simulated by GalSim and WebbPSF-WFIRST. The 
overall appearances are similar, but note that the GalSim PSF is rotated by 90º relative to the 
WebbPSF output; this is most apparent in the orientation of the innermost diffraction ring.  

  



 

 

 

Figure 13. Comparison of the radial profiles (top) and encircled energies (bottom) of the PSFs 
generated by WebbPSF-WFIRST and GalSim.   

 

8 Conclusion 

We find the WebbPSF model for WFIRST to be in good agreement with the project's own higher-
fidelity optical models, and with the GalSim software package's model. The WebbPSF-WFIRST 
model simulates PSFs with sufficient fidelity for exposure time calculation and scene simulation, 
and we look forward to seeing what the astronomical community does with it. The validation cross-
checks presented here were performed using the implementation of the WFI model in WebbPSF 
which made use of the GSFC Cycle 5 design. Users can expect small differences in later versions 
that reflect the changes in subsequent design cycles.  Users are encouraged to take careful note of 
the minor discrepancies between the different simulations discussed in this report, and if they 
should need especially accurate PSF intensity information or guidance in what degree of 
simulation fidelity is appropriate for a given science modeling task, they should contact the 



WFIRST optics group at Goddard Space Flight Center. The WebbPSF-WFIRST software is 
available to the community now, and user support for WebbPSF-WFIRST is available from 
STScI’s Telescope optics group via the usual STScI help desk channels. 
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